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manual vs automatic transmission - what is better manual or automatic how do they work which one to choose why this
site is dedicated to unbiased information pros and cons about these two types of transmissions, amsoil frequently asked
questions - frequently asked questions including how and where to purchase amsoil products and switching from petroleum
motor oil to synthetic synthetic oil and filter recommendations as well as motorcyle including harley davidson lubricant
recommendations, manual vs automatic transmission the differences - ronan glon digital trends there are two basic
types of car transmissions in the world automatic and manual both channel the power generated by the engine to the drive
wheels, fueleconomy gov top ten - vehicles are ranked based on fuel economy records provided by our users through my
mpg rankings are updated weekly electric vehicles and plug in hybrid vehicles are omitted from this list as are vehicles that
have records from less than ten drivers, megasquirt r faq main page - megasquirt efi controllers are for experimental and
educational purposes no warranties are expressed or implied neither al grippo nor bruce bowling are responsible for the
construction installation or targeted use of this unit, why the 2018 ford mustang gt automatic is so much quicker - why
the 2018 ford mustang gt automatic is so much quicker than the manual testing and computing to determine a definitive
drag race winner, does driving with the ac on actually use more fuel - in most newer cars meaning anything less than
about 30 years old the defroster function uses a mixture of hot air from your heater system and cold air from your air
conditioning system, the most fuel efficient cars consumer reports - the insight is a fuel economy champ with its 54 mpg
overall in our tests two better than the toyota prius based on the civic sedan the insight has the same strengths including a
comfortable, the cost of manual transmission vs automatic transmission - once upon a time manual transmission
vehicles were much more fuel efficient than their automatic transmission brethren buying a manual over an automatic often
lead to significant cost savings and there were enough of them being sold and driven that selling and re sale value were not
a problem, 1009 used cars in stock gastonia charlotte gastonia nissan - gastonia nissan offers a wide selection of 1009
used and pre owned cars trucks and suvs we ll find the used vehicle you need at a price you can afford, autoblog new cars
used cars for sale car reviews and news - autoblog brings you automotive news expert reviews of cars trucks crossovers
and suvs and pictures and video research and compare vehicles find local dealers calculate loan payments find, 8 speed
automatic transmission for chrysler cars allpar - 8 speed automatic transmission for chrysler cars and trucks 845re
870re zf 8hp45 8hp70 8hp90 by david zatz see the end of the page for the second generation and repairs, 5 common
signs that your fuel pump is failing - the fuel pump is a device that moves fuel from your tank to the engine supplying the
fuel at a constant pressure to ensure that your engine runs smoothly, cars vehicles questions including do the older
backless - cars vehicles questions including do the older backless car seats or boosters that have a portion that comes
across the front of the child and holds the seat belt meet safety regulations and, how to drive manual with pictures
wikihow - how to drive manual in this article article summary learning the basics moving forward in first gear shifting in
motion and stopping practicing and troubleshooting community q a 19 references the basic concepts of starting and shifting
through the gears is a manageable process for just about anyone, 2015 chevrolet corvette z06 automatic first test motor
trend - there are plenty of things that will induce a car enthusiast to cry blasphemy or sacrilege but few are more effective
than putting an automatic transmission in a hard core sports car to some
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